Abstract: Realistic 3D hazard visualizations based on advanced Geographic Information Systems (GIS) may be directly driven by hydrodynamic and wind model outputs (e.g., ADCIRC, the ADvanced CIRCulation Model) and hazard impact modeling (e.g., predicting damage to structures and infrastructure). These methods create new possibilities for representing hazard impacts and support the development of near-real-time hazard forecasting and communication tools. This paper considers the wider implications of using these storm visualizations in light of current frameworks in the context of landscape and urban planning and cartography that have addressed the use of realistic 3D visualizations. Visualizations used outside of engagement processes organized by experts risk misleading the public and may have consequences in terms of feelings of individual self-efficacy or perception of scientists behind the visualizations. In addition to summarizing the implications of using these visualizations outside of recommended practices, a research agenda is proposed to guide the development of real-time realistic and semi-realistic visualizations for future use in hazard communication. Development of a clearer use-case for real-time visualization capabilities is an essential first step if such work is to continue.
Introduction
The combination of hurricanes and increasing sea levels will subject low lying coastal areas to increased but uncertain risks from flooding, wave related damage and erosion [1, 2] . This creates a range of problems for coastal and emergency managers, who have identified gaps regarding how the impacts of hurricanes (e.g., flooding from heavy rains, storm surge) and sea level rise are communicated to the public [3] . Research suggests that the public, for instance, tends to underestimate the power of a storm surge, which potentially causing them to discount the risk [4] .
In an effort to respond to this gap, researchers are employing visualization architectures that allow outputs from simulations such as hydrodynamic models (e.g., ADCIRC, Advanced Circulation Model) and hazard impact modeling (e.g., damage to structures) to be linked directly to realistic 3D hazard visualizations using advanced geographic information systems (GIS) [5] . This allows for rapid visualization of multiple time incremented storm scenarios and creates the potential for the creation of real-time impact forecasting systems that use realistic visualizations as primary outputs. These systems make it possible to model and depict damages to individual structures and to contextualize inundation in recognizable landscapes [6] (Figures 1 and 2 ). Images of flood consequences have been shown to enhance risk perception by making it easier to bring exemplars of events to mind (the availability heuristic), stimulating subconscious reactions that increase risk perception [7, 8] . These effects, combined with the relatability of representing known places [9] , may make realistic visualizations of hazard impacts set in local contexts powerful tools for risk communication.
The utility of any increase in risk perception, however, largely hinges on the ability to evaluate the effect of the visualizations on those perceptions [10, 11] . Absent a means of evaluation, it is extremely difficult to determine whether these representations of risk are appropriate (overstating or understating risk) or effective (achieving their desired communication effect) [11, 12] . Moreover, evoking a heightened response in and of itself does not necessarily motivate action and can be counterproductive (e.g., by overwhelming the viewer and demotivating action) [13] [14] [15] .
Researchers in climate communication and landscape and urban planning that use similar visualizations emphasize the role of reflexive processes such as iterative workshops in shaping visualization outputs [16] . Involving audiences in shaping model inputs increases both the salience and perceived legitimacy of outputs [17] . In these engagement processes visualizations are not used in isolation, but rather in concert with other exhibits and direct interpersonal interactions [18, 19] . Through these processes, individuals incorporate perceptions of visualizations with their own experience to form new conceptions of risk [12, 19] . This approach to risk communication reflects a larger understanding of risk perception as being dependent on a variety of social, cultural and situational factors [12] . It also reflects a recognition that factors like relative expertise, instantaneous subconscious emotional responses (affective response), and numeracy inherently complicate the understanding of any graphic or image that attempts to communicate uncertain events such as storm surge [10] .
What then, are the implications of using these visualizations outside of the context provided by local workshops and adaptation processes in which they are currently used? This question is provoked by the narrowing distance between modeling, geographic information systems, and advanced visualizations. Advancements in technology make it increasingly possible for modelers to control and update visualizations more directly [5] . This raises a series of related issues that researchers engaged in hazard modeling should consider before deliberately distributing realistic simulation-based 3D hazard visualizations to the public at large (see Table 1 ):
Questions of status and perceived legitimacy. To the extent that these storm visualizations are indistinguishable from other forms of visual rhetoric [20] , any effect on risk perception is likely moot. 2D graphics used for hazard communication already raise concerns when they are decontextualized and politicized [21] . Without establishing the efficacy and perceived legitimacy of realistic simulation-based visualizations, the effort placed into creating them may be questionable.
Uncertainty and effect. Realistic 3D hazard visualizations have been criticized for potentially misleading the public when used for hazard communication [10] . The use of realism overstates the certainty of outcomes and the resolution of underlying models, causing audiences to infer higher degrees of knowledge [10] . As previously argued, however, the relevance of effects on the perception of risk depends to a large degree on assessing response to the visualizations [11] . It is thus unclear to what extent these visualizations may be misleading, and if they are more or less misleading than other forms of visualization that similarly crystalize outcomes.
The use of persuasive visualizations. Current paradigms for the use of realistic visualizations that otherwise accommodate realistic visualizations advocate the use of iterative processes that allow stakeholders to shape the focus of the visualization and in some cases the underlying modeling [16, 17, 22, 23] . While these paradigms create clear pathways for the use of these visualizations, it is unclear how such processes could be scaled beyond local contexts to accommodate broader distribution.
These issues raised by realistic simulation-based 3D visualizations surface issues that are fundamental to the use of visualizations, and visual rhetoric made by scientists more generally. Namely:
•
The perceived status and legitimacy of visualizations. The question of status includes whether viewers perceive these visualizations as products of scientific or technical processes, and how factors such as labeling, association with an institution, or visual quality affect those perceptions [20, 24] .
The effects of visualizations on perceptions of risk (Risk is defined as a judgement as to the probability and severity of a consequence [25] ) [10, 11] .
The extent to which contextual, social, cultural, and situational factors are considered in shaping the design and implementation of visualizations.
These questions correspond to larger identified research gaps as to how 3D and realistic visualizations are perceived in specific use cases [11, 26] . As has been the case for many years, the advancement of visualization technology outstrips understanding of its application [27, 28] . 
Status and legitimacy
Unclear whether model driven visualizations are distinguishable from other forms of visual rhetoric [20] .
Perceived saliency and legitimacy is enhanced by stakeholder input and transparency of technical processes [16] .
Uncertainty
Certainty regarding outcomes and resolution of models is overstated implying greater degrees of knowledge than exist [29] .
Perceptions of risk are developed and qualified through interaction between stakeholders and experts [12] .
Use
Exceeds the boundaries of frameworks for visualizing risk [10] .
Guided by well established guidelines and best practices [30] .
Background
Realistic simulation-based visualizations connect realistic 3D virtual contexts (e.g., 3D representations of real places) with predictive models created by scientists [5] . Once the virtual context is created (e.g., using GIS and LiDAR), content represented in that context may be continually updated as the underlying simulation changes [31] . This allows for the rapid production of still visualizations and the creation of interactive tools using game engines and other technologies [32] . Although current uses do not operate in real-time, the real-time potential of models like ADCIRC combined with GIS to predict impacts in advance of storms has long been recognized [31] .
Visualizations meeting the definition of being realistic and simulation-based have been utilized as part of a recent US Federal Emergency Management Agency Community Specific Integrated Emergency Management Course (FEMA-IEMC) conducted by the Emergency Management Institute and the University of Rhode Island [5] . The Water Institute and Deltares, a Dutch consulting firm, have announced a project to depict model outputs in Louisiana, USA [33] . This tool combines model outputs with 3D terrain and representations of structures [33] . The Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT) (USA) and the University of Prince Edward Island (Canada) have created the Coastal Impacts Visualization Environment (CLIVE), an interactive tool to visualize sea level rise scenarios [32] . This tool uses a game engine to display model outputs [32] . Similar tools are also being used to depict outputs of the Coastal and Environmental Risk Index (CERI). CERI is a GIS based tool that combines ocean simulations, databases of structures and their attributes, and building performance studies to predict damage outcomes for multiple storm surge, wind, and sea level scenarios as a means to better quantify risk [6] .
Realized applications of simulation-based visualizations emphasize the use of local workshops [16, 32] . Processes used in FEMA IEMC, for instance, included multiple meetings with end users as part of developing the basis of impact assessments and damage visualizations [5] . CERI outputs are currently used in local stakeholder processes conducted by Rhode Island Shoreline Change Special Area Management Plan in Rhode Island, USA (Beach SAMP) [34, 35] .
These interactions resemble broadly recommended practices that embed communication processes in local contexts [22, 23, 36] . This allows for critical interactions between the science communicators (persons responsible for creating the visualizations), the audience, and scientists, which allows for the calibration of messaging and consideration of local cultural issues pertinent to the visualizations [12, 22, 37] . To the extent that these interactions allow for user input into the underlying models, they likely have effects on the perceived legitimacy of those models, and the process as a whole [17, 38] . These processes thus not only affect perceptions of the visualizations, but also affect perceptions of the underlying science [37] .
What, however, is the status of these simulation-based realistic 3D hazard visualizations absent this contextualization? This question is provoked by the growing possibility of realizing real-time hazard visualizations. The stakes are illustrated by a recent newspaper article on CERI. Newspaper editors juxtaposed a null scenario (one without any impacts shown) with the most extreme scenario produced by the index, and further chose to combine and crop both so that the extreme scenario showed only devastation. This comparison was featured on the front page with a bold "Rising Seas Rising Stakes" headline in red [39] (Figure 3 ).
What, however, is the status of these simulation-based realistic 3D hazard visualizations absent this contextualization? This question is provoked by the growing possibility of realizing real-time hazard visualizations. The stakes are illustrated by a recent newspaper article on CERI. Newspaper editors juxtaposed a null scenario (one without any impacts shown) with the most extreme scenario produced by the index, and further chose to combine and crop both so that the extreme scenario showed only devastation. This comparison was featured on the front page with a bold "Rising Seas Rising Stakes" headline in red [39] (Figure 3 ). This emphasis on the dramatic and the extreme comparison likely has negative effects on people's feelings of self-efficacy causing them to discount or dismiss the risk [15, 40] . This is contrary to the stated intentions of the Beach SAMP, which aspires to provide useful information to the public to support constructive engagement with issues that arise out of the impacts of storm surge and sea This emphasis on the dramatic and the extreme comparison likely has negative effects on people's feelings of self-efficacy causing them to discount or dismiss the risk [15, 40] . This is contrary to the stated intentions of the Beach SAMP, which aspires to provide useful information to the public to support constructive engagement with issues that arise out of the impacts of storm surge and sea level rise [34, 35] .These unintended consequences, however are only the tip of the iceberg when one considers the broader potential for uncontextualized realistic 3D hazard visualizations to mislead the public. Visualizations that make outcomes appear more certain than they are may, for instance, impact property values or imply support for a particular political outcome [10, 41 ]. An unqualified model may include uncertainties that are not adequately explained (See for instance, Figure 4 ).
level rise [34, 35] .These unintended consequences, however are only the tip of the iceberg when one considers the broader potential for uncontextualized realistic 3D hazard visualizations to mislead the public. Visualizations that make outcomes appear more certain than they are may, for instance, impact property values or imply support for a particular political outcome [10, 41 ]. An unqualified model may include uncertainties that are not adequately explained (See for instance, Figure 4 ). [5, 42] . The unfolding of this scenario requires the alignment of several events (e.g., failure of flood control measures); without this qualification, this visualization could foster a range of misleading interpretations. The term "Table Game" used in the visualization is a reference to the specific time increments of the exercise (visualizations made in series). Image: Authors.
Elaboration of the Issues

Perceived Status and Its Influence on Perceptions of Legitimacy
Simulation-based realistic 3D hazard visualizations may appear to be distinct from map-based tools involving simulations by virtue of employing realistic perspectival 3D representations ( Figure  5 ). However, 3D hazard visualizations fall on a larger continuum of 2D and 3D representations employing differing degrees of abstraction and potentially filling different roles in risk communication. Sea level rise viewers (see e.g., NOAA's viewer at https://coast.noaa.gov/slr/), for instance help to localize and make potential impacts tangible by allowing individuals to examine their own town, significant landmarks, and in some cases their own street [43] . Experimental 3D hazard visualizations such as those made for CERI take this another step by making geographic landmarks recognizable and representing tangible consequences in the form of structural damages [6] . These visualizations also tend to use evocative coloration and shading. [5, 42] . The unfolding of this scenario requires the alignment of several events (e.g., failure of flood control measures); without this qualification, this visualization could foster a range of misleading interpretations. The term "Table Game" used in the visualization is a reference to the specific time increments of the exercise (visualizations made in series). Image: Authors.
Elaboration of the Issues
Perceived Status and Its Influence on Perceptions of Legitimacy
Simulation-based realistic 3D hazard visualizations may appear to be distinct from map-based tools involving simulations by virtue of employing realistic perspectival 3D representations ( Figure 5 ). However, 3D hazard visualizations fall on a larger continuum of 2D and 3D representations employing differing degrees of abstraction and potentially filling different roles in risk communication. Sea level rise viewers (see e.g., NOAA's viewer at https://coast.noaa.gov/slr/), for instance help to localize and make potential impacts tangible by allowing individuals to examine their own town, significant landmarks, and in some cases their own street [43] . Experimental 3D hazard visualizations such as those made for CERI take this another step by making geographic landmarks recognizable and representing tangible consequences in the form of structural damages [6] . These visualizations also tend to use evocative coloration and shading. Norms for scientific visualization emphasize the clear, nondramatic presentation of data. Similarly, a significant amount of cartographic research emphasizes clarity and accuracy [45] . Although these norms likely over-emphasize cognitive and analytical aspects of how information is perceived [45] , they may nonetheless create audience expectations of authority that in themselves alter perceptions of risk. If, for instance, evocative 3D representations are categorized as "artists interpretations", audiences that are prone to discount risk information due to motivated reasoning and political identity may discount it even more [46] . Conversely, inscrutable graphics may be seen as an emblem of scientific authority and seriousness [47, 48] . In either case, we have failed to account for how the visual rhetoric itself is effective or ineffective as a tool for its intended purpose [45] .
This issue is complicated by the sheer volume of depictions of sea level rise and storm surge in both 2D and 3D formats [43] . It is still unclear to what degree the public perceives distinctions among different typologies of representation [20, 49] . Whether viewers distinguish these visualizations from other realistic imagery and graphics depicting sea level rise, for instance, may hinge more on the reputation of the organization that produced it than any underlying technical process [24] . Audiences are similarly prone to trust familiar mobile interfaces and maps applications and view them as being objective [50] .
While a direct connection to technical processes may seem to ascribe a greater level of legitimacy to these visualizations, what scarce evidence there is about the way simulations are perceived suggests that a range of factors unrelated to underlying technical processes may have a greater effect, and that the perceived credibility of computers is overstated [24, 51] . In fact, it is possible that the visual quality and level of detail displayed in realistic visualizations may have a substantial effect on perceived legitimacy [51, 52] . This suggests that a well-made but misleading visualization may be judged by the viewer as credible [27, 53] . Research in the context of still visualizations and virtual environments supports the importance of level of detail, and conformance to observed conditions as significant factors [52, 54, 55] . It is therefore important to determine how viewers perceive the connection to the underlying simulation in relation to other factors influencing perceptions of legitimacy.
In the context of expert-led workshop processes, the questions of status and legitimacy are addressed, at least in part, through interaction [23] . For example, climate visioning workshops conducted by the Center for Advanced Landscape Planning at the University of British Columbia (CALP), used a combination of diverse stakeholder input, expert elicitation and mathematical modeling (a form of simulation) to predict future conditions using multiple climate scenarios [16, 56] . This process, which is described under the larger umbrella of integrated assessment [16] , included:
• Using stakeholder input gathered through workshops to guide mathematical modeling priorities, such as particular issues or locations that require attention [16] .
• Use of stakeholder feedback and qualitative knowledge to continually improve the models through an iterative workshopping process [16] . Norms for scientific visualization emphasize the clear, nondramatic presentation of data. Similarly, a significant amount of cartographic research emphasizes clarity and accuracy [45] . Although these norms likely over-emphasize cognitive and analytical aspects of how information is perceived [45] , they may nonetheless create audience expectations of authority that in themselves alter perceptions of risk. If, for instance, evocative 3D representations are categorized as "artists interpretations", audiences that are prone to discount risk information due to motivated reasoning and political identity may discount it even more [46] . Conversely, inscrutable graphics may be seen as an emblem of scientific authority and seriousness [47, 48] . In either case, we have failed to account for how the visual rhetoric itself is effective or ineffective as a tool for its intended purpose [45] .
• Use of stakeholder feedback and qualitative knowledge to continually improve the models through an iterative workshopping process [16] .
The use of stakeholder input in the creation of models tempered the impression that models created by experts were "black boxes" [16, 38] . This kind of engagement in the creation of simulations and technical processes has further been shown to enhance the perceived legitimacy of those models and outcomes [17] . Perceptions of legitimacy may thus depend on interactions between experts and the public and the ability to shape inputs to the underlying models.
To the extent that modeling and visualization processes are linear and do not allow for direction on the part of stakeholders there is a danger of bias. [57] . Simulation-based visualizations, through their emphasis on complex scientific processes and use of advanced visualization methods, are inherently not transparent to the public and favor expertise [57, 58] . This bias potentially affects every aspect of what is visualized, from the determination of what areas are focused on to the specific hazard scenario chosen [57] . It is therefore necessary to consider how the development of simulation-based visualizations used outside of local workshop processes may incorporate direction from stakeholders. In the case of the FEMA IEMC exercise this was accomplished by pre-establishing qualitative thresholds that could be tested against models as will be discussed in a subsequent section [5, 59] .
Obscuring Uncertainty
Like other visual rhetoric (e.g., graphics, maps) used to communicate with the public regarding climate change, realistic 3D hazard visualizations concretize science in a way that can obscure uncertainty and overstate confidence [20] . These effects are magnified in the case of realistic visualizations [10, 60] , especially those that incorporate the depiction of hazard impacts. The inclusion and aggregation of multiple kinds of modeling (such as wave, inundation, erosion, and damage modeling) compounds multiple kinds of uncertainty [10, 61] . Erosion and inundation, for example, are predicted using different methods [6] , and thus have differing levels of uncertainty associated with the prediction (Figure 6 ). Similarly, expressing the temporal uncertainty of the storm event (a 1% chance of occurrence), is fundamentally different than expressing a likelihood that the water and terrain will interact in a particular way (natural uncertainty) [10] . The use of stakeholder input in the creation of models tempered the impression that models created by experts were "black boxes" [16, 38] . This kind of engagement in the creation of simulations and technical processes has further been shown to enhance the perceived legitimacy of those models and outcomes [17] . Perceptions of legitimacy may thus depend on interactions between experts and the public and the ability to shape inputs to the underlying models.
To the extent that modeling and visualization processes are linear and do not allow for direction on the part of stakeholders there is a danger of bias. [57] . Simulation-based visualizations, through their emphasis on complex scientific processes and use of advanced visualization methods, are inherently not transparent to the public and favor expertise [57, 58] . This bias potentially affects every aspect of what is visualized, from the determination of what areas are focused on to the specific hazard scenario chosen [57] . It is therefore necessary to consider how the development of simulationbased visualizations used outside of local workshop processes may incorporate direction from stakeholders. In the case of the FEMA IEMC exercise this was accomplished by pre-establishing qualitative thresholds that could be tested against models as will be discussed in a subsequent section [5, 59] .
Obscuring Uncertainty.
Like other visual rhetoric (e.g., graphics, maps) used to communicate with the public regarding climate change, realistic 3D hazard visualizations concretize science in a way that can obscure uncertainty and overstate confidence [20] . These effects are magnified in the case of realistic visualizations [10, 60] , especially those that incorporate the depiction of hazard impacts. The inclusion and aggregation of multiple kinds of modeling (such as wave, inundation, erosion, and damage modeling) compounds multiple kinds of uncertainty [10, 61] . Erosion and inundation, for example, are predicted using different methods [6] , and thus have differing levels of uncertainty associated with the prediction (Figure 6 ). Similarly, expressing the temporal uncertainty of the storm event (a 1% chance of occurrence), is fundamentally different than expressing a likelihood that the water and terrain will interact in a particular way (natural uncertainty) [10] . Figure 6 . an example of damage modeling (similar to methods used in CERI [6] ), in which a final level of damage is determined by testing building characteristics against a series of models to determine which model produces the highest and therefore controlling level of damage. Each model introduces unique assumptions and uncertainties. Unmodeled or unknowable conditions and interactions between the model create additional uncertainties [10, 29] . In addition to this, the use of forensic studies introduce the problem of making calculations with vague data-that is data that is expressed in ranges rather than as a single figure [62, 63] . The specificity of the numerical outcome for a specific structure, thus may create an inappropriate impression of certainty, which is further compounded by the level of detail in a realistic visualization [10] . Image: Authors.
The use of realism in visualizations compounds this problem because it can imply higher levels of resolution and confidence than exist by contextualizing abstract modeling in highly detailed 3D representation [10, 60] . Although the high resolution of modeling used in some visualizations [5, 6] avoids some of the gravest pitfalls of mismatching data scales and types (e.g., areal and point data) [27, 53] , there is still the problem of reification: the potential that an abstract scientific model is treated as equivalent to reality [10, 64] . Regardless of resolution, the level of detail and exactitude of realistic visualizations implies levels of certainty and confidence beyond the capability of the underlying model. Figure 6 . an example of damage modeling (similar to methods used in CERI [6] ), in which a final level of damage is determined by testing building characteristics against a series of models to determine which model produces the highest and therefore controlling level of damage. Each model introduces unique assumptions and uncertainties. Unmodeled or unknowable conditions and interactions between the model create additional uncertainties [10, 29] . In addition to this, the use of forensic studies introduce the problem of making calculations with vague data-that is data that is expressed in ranges rather than as a single figure [62, 63] . The specificity of the numerical outcome for a specific structure, thus may create an inappropriate impression of certainty, which is further compounded by the level of detail in a realistic visualization [10] . Image: Authors.
The use of realism in visualizations compounds this problem because it can imply higher levels of resolution and confidence than exist by contextualizing abstract modeling in highly detailed 3D representation [10, 60] . Although the high resolution of modeling used in some visualizations [5, 6] avoids some of the gravest pitfalls of mismatching data scales and types (e.g., areal and point data) [27, 53] , there is still the problem of reification: the potential that an abstract scientific model is treated as equivalent to reality [10, 64] . Regardless of resolution, the level of detail and exactitude of realistic visualizations implies levels of certainty and confidence beyond the capability of the underlying model.
In cartographic contexts, these problems are addressed in several ways, including careful evaluation of the intended audience, modulating the level of detail, emphasizing the non-dramatic depiction of uncertainty, and avoiding realism or visualizations with an excessive "wow" factor that might otherwise distract from the intended risk messaging [10, 11] . Even with these steps, however, there is still the fundamental question of how these visualizations are perceived, and whether they are effectively communicating probability (the possibility that less detailed visualizations are failing to communicate consequences adequately is seldom, if ever made in the literature) [11] . This surfaces a long-standing research gap regarding the perception of graphics used for risk communication [11] .
Without testing the effects of realistic visualizations, it is difficult to assess to what extent that these distortions alter perception of risk. While it is very likely that these misleading effects exist, it is unclear whether realistic visualizations are in practice necessarily more or less misleading than other forms of less dramatic representation (including written and verbal communication [65] ). For instance, to the extent that less evocative representations are viewed as having a higher degree of authority [41] , it is entirely possible that the crystalizing effects of those representations may have an equal or greater capacity to mislead [66] .
It is also worth considering that choice of representation may signal intentions of the designer that alter the way information is understood and assessed [67] . A realistic representation may signal a degree of deliberate dramatization that makes the resulting visualization seem less authoritative. The degree to which such a visualization is misleading may thus be a question of whether other factors, such as institutional affiliation or being perceived as the product of a technical process, are perceived to confer legitimacy. If this is the case, the question of whether or to what degree realistic visualizations are intrinsically misleading is closely connected to both questions of status and questions of how visualizations alter perceptions of risk.
Risk is distinct from uncertainty and probability because it fundamentally involves values and judgements related to people and places [68] . While the desire to leverage the effects of realistic imagery and place attachment to elicit a response from an audience would seem to place these visualizations firmly in the category of persuasive media [14] , the notion of dividing persuasive media from other forms of representation may be a matter of degrees. All representation, at some level, aspires to persuade in order to be an effective communication tool [69, 70] . It may therefore be a mistake to view conventional disciplinary approaches to representation as somehow less transformed by perception and outside of the bounds of rhetoric [49] . Maps and graphs are not immune from the problem of being decontextualized, misunderstood, and potentially misused [20, 21] . Technical uncertainty is distinct from and transformed by personal and political uncertainty [65] .
Use of Persuasive Media to Communicate Uncertain Future Events
Guidance for the creation and use of visualizations in the context of landscape and urban planning provides insights relevant to hazard communication. That guidance has explicitly evolved to accommodate potentially persuasive imagery including realistic 3D hazard visualizations [23] . The judicious use of drama, and the capacity of realistic and semi-realistic visualizations to elicit emotional responses is cited as a reason that visualizations may be more effective at engaging the public and potentially inspiring behavior change [9, 71] . In this context, visualizations are seen as an important means to localize, and make tangible the abstract effects of climate change that are otherwise difficult to imagine [22, 72] .
The use of visualizations in this way is a departure from earlier standards that were proposed in the context of landscape and urban planning [71] . Those standards emphasized dispassionate representation, and were imagined in the context of representing more conventional planning alternatives (e.g., a proposed bridge) [58] . While such standards were useful for near term planning alternatives, they did not accommodate the broader range of uncertainty regarding outcomes associated with climate change [9, 71] . To the extent that visualizations are used to promote positive responses to climate change, they further depart from the notion of a dispassionate representation by virtue of advocacy [9, 71] , a new framework was therefore necessary.
The practices that subsequently evolved in the context of landscape and urban planning are exemplified by the special role Sheppard, a leading proponent of the use of visualizations, imagines for landscape architects [22, 71] . He proposes that landscape architects, through their capacity to "visualize and spatialize future conditions", act as connectors that facilitate the integration local cultural knowledge and technical knowledge provided by experts [22, 23] . This approach conforms to a larger view of science communication that suggests that science communication is best accomplished by collaborative mixed teams that involve scientists, stakeholders, and visual communicators [37] . Such an approach recognizes that the process of creating visual media often involves decisions by visual communication experts that profoundly affect the resulting communication, and that engagement provides an important means to calibrate these decisions among scientists, visual communicators, and stakeholders [23, 37] .
Sheppard and others have provided clear roadmaps for the use realistic visualizations [22, 36, 73] , including the use of simulations [16] . As previously indicated, this involves engaging stakeholders in the formation of the models and visualizations using, for example, an iterative workshopping process. These processes emphasize interaction between stakeholders and experts, and attention to the specific cultural and situational contexts that alter risk perception [12] . The use of attuned local communicators in these processes accounts for some of these effects and serves to tailor visualization outputs to the audience [22, 23] . The challenge, insofar as supporting the broader distribution of realistic simulation-based visualizations, is the emphasis on locality [23, 74] .
Work undertaken in support of FEMA IEMC, for instance, enlisted local emergency managers to identify specific modeling priorities, including quantifiable thresholds at which a hazard compromised a site or piece of infrastructure. These local priorities were then combined with other statewide databases to produce a real-time training exercise that was relevant at multiple scales [5] . The methodologies utilized demonstrate approaches that reflexively engage representative stakeholders across a region to generate relevant data and visualizations, and thus may be scalable [59] .
Steps to More Broad Use of Simulation-Based 3D Hazard Visualizations
Contemplating the broader dissemination of realistic simulation-based 3D hazard visualizations, whether by mass media such as a newspaper or deliberate distribution for hazard communication, raises fundamental questions about the perceived status of visual rhetoric, perceptions of legitimacy, and the ways in which visualizations alter perceptions of probability and risk. This suggests that, despite the existence of clear and practical roadmaps for some uses, research needs to address fundamental questions regarding the ways in which viewers perceive visualizations in very specific use cases prior to using real-time visualization capabilities [26] .
A research agenda to address these questions should begin by clarifying the role and use-case of realistic or semi-realistic visualizations in hazard communication. For example, an imagistic visualization that is an exemplar of storm damages in context ( Figure 7 ) [7] , serves a very different role than a visualization intended to convey the extent of storm surge and structural damages across a community (e.g., Figure 1 ). The exemplar makes damages tangible in a recognizable context, but does not seek to communicate spatial extents or quantified damage. It does not adopt norms of scientific or technical representation. Although Figures 1 and 7 are different, the models and technology used to drive them are the same. Clearly identifying the use-case (e.g., exemplar image) raises the essential questions of how a visualization style was chosen, what representations are being implicitly made by the visualization (e.g. in Figure 1 by selectively adopting norms), and how its rhetorical characteristics are shaped. The role visualizations play and the audiences' perceptions of them is also highly context dependent [26] and influenced by factors such as interface design and presentation format [75, 76] . These contextual factors influence the extent to which the misleading nature of visualizations may be problematic. Context also includes social, cultural and situational factors such as race, gender, wealth, social capital, expertise, and experience [10, 12] . These characteristics vary with places and audiences, and argue against making wide generalizations regarding how visualizations are perceived, especially across cultures [77] . We thus propose that developing broader applications of realistic hazard visualizations be conducted in collaboration with identified audiences in the following ways:
1. Test the perceived status of simulation-based realistic visualizations intended for hazard communication. Are these visualizations regarded in the same way as other visual rhetoric [20] , or is there a distinction based on their underlying connection to scientific and technical processes, specific institutions, or authors? The considerable effort placed into developing fine grained simulations [6] , and visualization architecture more generally, is potentially misplaced if the resulting visualizations are indistinguishable from more arbitrary visualizations. Visualizations perceived to be deliberately fear provoking may undermine the credibility of authors by making them appear to be advocates [15] .
2. Determine the effect of realistic visualizations and graphics more generally on perceptions of risk as compared to other forms of representation for individual use-cases. Heuristics of availability have long been cited by proponents of using imagery and visualizations [8, 9] . Yet, our knowledge of the effects of visualizations of specific places on risk perception is largely unexplored outside of case studies that explore the potential role of affective (subconscious emotional instantaneous) response [78] . Work that has been done on testing imagery should be repeated for contemplated applications of visualizations [7] . The following considerations should be addressed:
a. Query perceptions of the likelihood of an event and the severity of an event separately to not conflate perceptions of risk with probability alone. The role visualizations play and the audiences' perceptions of them is also highly context dependent [26] and influenced by factors such as interface design and presentation format [75, 76] . These contextual factors influence the extent to which the misleading nature of visualizations may be problematic. Context also includes social, cultural and situational factors such as race, gender, wealth, social capital, expertise, and experience [10, 12] . These characteristics vary with places and audiences, and argue against making wide generalizations regarding how visualizations are perceived, especially across cultures [77] . We thus propose that developing broader applications of realistic hazard visualizations be conducted in collaboration with identified audiences in the following ways:
2. Determine the effect of realistic visualizations and graphics more generally on perceptions of risk as compared to other forms of representation for individual use-cases. Heuristics of availability have long been cited by proponents of using imagery and visualizations [8, 9] . Yet, our knowledge of the effects of visualizations of specific places on risk perception is largely unexplored outside of case studies that explore the potential role of affective (subconscious emotional instantaneous) response [78] . Work that has been done on testing imagery should be repeated for contemplated applications of visualizations [7] . The following considerations should be addressed: a.
Query perceptions of the likelihood of an event and the severity of an event separately to not conflate perceptions of risk with probability alone. b.
Where possible, distinguish between confidence in the projection, the probability of the event, and other forms of uncertainty. c.
Account for contextual factors, such as relative expertise, and recognize that contextual factors transform perceptions of technical uncertainty and probability in addition to risk.
Moreover, uses should recognize that graphic, representational, and contextual differences will cause visualizations that are categorically or technologically similar to be perceived differently. Until there is a broad base of experience across multiple contexts, it will be difficult to generalize due to the heterogeneity of practices and contexts [28] .
3. Build reflexivity into communication design by creating feedback mechanisms. This involves three steps in addition to the development of the models and visualizations:
d. Identify visualization objectives at the outset of processes, recognizing that expert stakeholders that typically shape visualizations and audiences have distinct perceptions of risk and priorities [57] . e.
Involve audiences in scoping what is visualized and developing or shaping modeling inputs as suggested in earlier sections of this paper. Although much attention has been paid to the notion of creating user/audience controllable visualizations, users/audiences should shape what is controlled and the extent of scenario choices [79] ; f.
Conduct post-surveys that measure the perception visualizations and their effects on perception in conditions that approximate use, including using representative samples. Compare results to the identified objectives [26] .
This process, as envisaged and currently being implemented by the authors, is diagramed in Figure 8 . b. Where possible, distinguish between confidence in the projection, the probability of the event, and other forms of uncertainty.
c. Account for contextual factors, such as relative expertise, and recognize that contextual factors transform perceptions of technical uncertainty and probability in addition to risk. Moreover, uses should recognize that graphic, representational, and contextual differences will cause visualizations that are categorically or technologically similar to be perceived differently. Until there is a broad base of experience across multiple contexts, it will be difficult to generalize due to the heterogeneity of practices and contexts [28] .
d. Identify visualization objectives at the outset of processes, recognizing that expert stakeholders that typically shape visualizations and audiences have distinct perceptions of risk and priorities [57] .
e. Involve audiences in scoping what is visualized and developing or shaping modeling inputs as suggested in earlier sections of this paper. Although much attention has been paid to the notion of creating user/audience controllable visualizations, users/audiences should shape what is controlled and the extent of scenario choices [79] ;
f. Conduct post-surveys that measure the perception visualizations and their effects on perception in conditions that approximate use, including using representative samples. Compare results to the identified objectives [26] . This process, as envisaged and currently being implemented by the authors, is diagramed in Figure 8 . This approach conforms to guidance by the United States National Academy of Sciences in the report "Communicating Science Effectively, a National Research Agenda" that promotes testing visual rhetoric in specific application rather than attempting generalizations [26] . It has the potential This approach conforms to guidance by the United States National Academy of Sciences in the report "Communicating Science Effectively, a National Research Agenda" that promotes testing visual rhetoric in specific application rather than attempting generalizations [26] . It has the potential to inform both the development of real-time hazard visualizations and existing frameworks for the use of visualizations in cartographic, climate communication, and landscape and urban planning contexts.
Conclusions
Real-time or near-real-time technology combined with advancing software is closing the distance between model, geographic information, and visualization. The danger inherent in the development of real-time semi-realistic simulation-based hazard visualizations is the presumption by scientists, coastal managers, and other experts that these visualizations are ergonomically better or inherently more effective communication tools [80, 81] . As elaborated here, this presumption brings with it the possibility that scientists and other experts mislead the public and undermine their own credibility. Caution is thus warranted, and it falls to those intending to develop real-time capabilities to identify a clear role for these visualizations and demonstrate both the efficacy and ethics of their use.
If researchers and creators of visualizations can understand the dimensions of these issues, it may be possible to expand the boundaries of current guidelines for the use of these visualization technologies. If for instance, the potentially misleading effects of realistic visualizations can be understood and mitigated, it may be possible to hybridize the uses of these visualizations with existing applications of 2D map representations to make spatial orientation easier. It is similarly conceivable that better understanding factors contributing to perceived legitimacy of visualizations may suggest ways of expanding current workshop processes. Moreover, there may be applications for which real-time 3D visualization is particularly suited. For instance, in emphasizing the damaging effects of storm surge in a location to communicate its power, or showing the damages resulting from wind and surge in a single visualization so as not to cause audiences to have misplaced feelings of safety when viewing surge only visualizations.
Exploring these potentials has wider implications for more conventional forms of representation. The lack of clarity regarding how the public perceives visual rhetoric produced by scientists in relationship to other forms of visual rhetoric (e.g., advocacy, journalism) highlights the extent to which frameworks for visualization are configured based on disciplinary conventions [20] . Although these conventions establish self-reinforcing expectations on the part of the public [82] , better understanding how visual rhetoric produced by scientists, coastal managers and other experts is perceived has the potential to inform and improve existing frameworks. We thus advocate for moving from expert-out and generalized paradigms to paradigms that are reflexive, self-correcting, and able to accommodate diverse and changing perceptions.
